
Corn? No. Why we need to cut down corn production

Nowhere is the power and prowess of agricultural science so evident as in the Midwestern Corn
Belt. Since the 19th century, when people of European descent settled the area that is now the Corn Belt
(currently extending from western Ohio to eastern Nebraska), yields of the crop have more than
quintupled per unit of land, and increased by more than eight times per unit of labor.

Pushing the accelerator on corn production

Most of this technological improvement accelerated with the introduction of corn hybrids in the 1930s, a
scientific project by then half a century in the making. Mechanization followed, as did fertilizers, herbicides
and insecticides, each investment in additional technology justified by the productive response of corn, the
featured crop around which Midwestern agriculture specialized. Today the wave of technological
development continues, with the adoption of packages of biotech seeds and herbicides, computerized
field mapping, self-guided equipment and variable rate applicators that take their electronic directions from
those maps coordinated with satellite positioning systems, and drones that facilitate field scouting.

It is time to rethink the Midwestern corn production machine

We have produced enough corn. In itself, the crop is noble, the crop is historical; it is economically
significant and life-giving, but it is also at the core of the most significant issues we must resolve in
agriculture as well as as a society. These problems, it turns out, are the problems of industrialization: labor
exploitation, economic inequality, extraction, pollution, overconsumption and the inertia that flows from
needing to preserve and protect investment in infrastructure.

As I continue to trace the continuing progress of the corn crop this production season, I’ll explore what it
means to advocate for less corn production but not necessarily fewer farmers. The guide star in pursuit of
these questions should be: “What do we need to do?” And not how to continue doing what we know to do
so well, whether needed or not.

The GLP aggregated and excerpted this blog/article to reflect the diversity of news, opinion and 
analysis. Read full, original post: We’ve Got More Than Enough Corn


